SERAINA &
DANIEL
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Dear Birth Parent,
We would like to introduce ourselves and our life in Switzerland. If you
choose us as adoptive parents, your child will grow up in a loving, caring,
encouraging, respectful and fun family. We are truly committed to
providing your child with a happy and inspiring environment. We both
have wonderful extended families and close friends who will support us
and raise your child as one of the family.

We understand that you are faced with an overwhelming decision. It is
difficult for us to imagine the emotions you must be going through, and
the questions and concerns you likely have. Whatever decision you make,
we know that it will be made out of love for your child. We respect that,
and admire your courage and strength.

With love,

Seraina & Daniel
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OUR DREAM OF A FAMILY
We both grew up in loving families. Our parents were always there for us and taught
us the values that characterize us today. It is our strong wish to raise a child with as
much love, stability and protection as we experienced. We cannot wait for your
child to become the center of our life and fully dedicate ourselves to this role. We
will give your child a loving and warm family environment, good educational
opportunities and life perspectives. Since it is not possible for us to have biological
children due to infertility issues, we feel very honored that you are considering us as
the adoptive parents for your baby.

Enjoying a summer day with Daniel’s brother’s family
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OUR FAMILY VALUES
We will give your child all the love and devotion that we can offer. We will be
supportive and reliable parents. Your child will have the freedom to have their own
experiences and develop their own personality, and we will encourage
independence. We will instill in your child the core values that are important to us;
sincerity, honesty and responsibility. We will teach tolerance towards other people,
cultures and religions. We will provide the best education possible and motivate
your child to develop a love for learning. And most important, your child will play
and have lots of fun like we did.

Seraina and Daniel with his godchild Sophie at a
party at Seraina’s parents house

Daniel spending quality time with his godchild Juri

Seraina spending quality time with her godchild
Mia

Daniel visiting the zoo with his godchild Sophie
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OUR CONNECTIONS TO THE U.S.
We have great connections to the U.S. Both of
us have wonderful memories of family
vacations that we spent in the U.S. with our
parents and siblings. Daniel's family also has
roots in Philadelphia.
Seraina and her siblings in the Grand Canyon

Seraina in the San Francisco Bay Area

Grammercy Park in New York City

We have both worked in New York and had the
privilege of studying at universities in New York
(Columbia Law School and NYU School of Law).
Daniel in San Francisco

Daniel at Venice Beach in L.A.

Columbia graduation

NYU graduation
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WE ENJOY U.S. TRADITIONS
Through our many visits and our strong
connections to the U.S., we have come to
appreciate and enjoy American traditions, such
as celebrating Thanksgiving and Halloween. We
always have a fun time dressing up in costumes.
We will be sure to honor your child's heritage
and culture in their upbringing. We are excited to
Daniel dressing up with his good friend
from Spain for the NYU Halloween party

visit many more places in the U.S. when we come
to meet you and your baby and later as your
child grows. We will encourage your child to
study in the U.S. one day, if they desire.

Seraina at the Columbia Halloween party

Great fun at a Halloween party in Switzerland
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OUR UPBRINGING
Seraina spent most of her youth abroad in Nairobi (Kenya) and Kuala Lumpur
(Malaysia). Daniel grew up in the Canton of Zurich (Switzerland) in the home which has
been in his family for over 150 years. Even though we were far apart, our upbringing
was very similar: We both grew up in close-knit and loving families. We maintain very
strong relationships with our parents and siblings who cannot wait to meet your child!

Seraina in a Kindergarten play in Nairobi (Kenya)

Daniel and his brother on a hike close to Zurich
(Switzerland)

Seraina’s family in Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)

Daniel’s family visiting relatives in Austria
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OUR STORY

Our paths crossed in 2007 when we met at work in a law firm in Zurich,
Switzerland (it was not as boring as it sounds;-)). Daniel was already working
as an attorney and Seraina joined the law firm for her traineeship. While we
immediately felt close to each other, it took a while until we started dating in
2013. A year later, Seraina went to New York to pursue her post-graduate
studies at Columbia Law School. During that time, we talked on the phone
daily and visited each other as often as possible. It became clear that we were
meant for each other.
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OUR WEDDING
After moving in together in
2016, we married in 2018. We
celebrated our civil wedding
with our immediate families,
bridesmaids and best men in
Zurich (Switzerland). A week
later, our families and friends
flew to Prague (Czech Republic),
where we had an amazing party.
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We are soul mates. We have a very loving and
stable relationship and support each other
unconditionally. We always try to discuss issues
openly, be honest and treat each other with respect.
We share exactly the same values and encourage
each other to pursue our passions and ambitions.
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MORE
ABOUT
SERAINA
Seraina with her godchild Mia

THINGS I LOVE
Spending time with family
and friends; being in the
Swiss mountains; travelling
and discovering new places

FAVORITE BOOKS
Emma (Jane Austen);
Sky Burial (Xinran)

FAVORITE FOOD

FAVORITE PLACES

Anything vegetarian from
the Indian, Mexican or Thai
cuisine; homemade pizza
(from my parents); and
Momos (Tibetan dumplings)

Davos (Switzerland);
New York City (USA);
Prague (Czech Republic);
Serengeti National Park
(Tanzania)

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT SERAINA

EDUCATION/
PROFESSION

A very warm and loving
person who always tries to
gather all the people she
loves around her; she has a
strong sense of justice and
stands up for her values

Schools: Various schools in
Switzerland, Kenya and
Malaysia;
University: Law school in
Switzerland and postgraduate degree (LL.M.) at
Columbia Law School in New
York;
Work: Attorney at law at a
business law firm in Zurich
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MORE
ABOUT
DANIEL
Daniel with his godchild Sophie

THINGS I LOVE

FAVORITE BOOKS

Tennis (I am a huge Roger
Federer fan); skiing (I used
to work as a ski instructor)

The Catcher in the Rye
(J.D. Salinger);
Buddenbrooks (Thomas
Mann)

FAVORITE FOOD

FAVORITE PLACES

Wiener Schnitzel; BBQ;
homemade pizza (from
Seraina’s parents)

Davos (Switzerland);
New York City (USA);
Madrid (Spain)

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT DANIEL

EDUCATION/
PROFESSION

A very warm-hearted,
generous, positive-thinking
and fun person whose
family and friends are the
center of his life; you can
always count on him to be
there for you

School: Zurich;
University: Law school and
doctorate (PHD) in
Switzerland and post-graduate
degree (LL.M.) at NYU School
of Law in New York;
Work: Attorney at law at a
business law firm in Zurich
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OUR LOVED ONES - DANIEL’S FAMILY

We are both Swiss citizens and live in Switzerland, and have multicultural
backgrounds. Daniel's mother's side of the family is from Austria (part of the family
emigrated from Austria to Philadelphia), and his father's side of the family is from
Switzerland.
Daniel has a niece (who is also his godchild) and a nephew. It is great fun to have
kids in our extended family. Our families and friends are very excited for us and
support us in becoming adoptive parents. Everyone is very much looking forward to
welcoming your child!

Celebrating Christmas with Daniel’s family in the Swiss mountains
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OUR LOVED ONES - SERAINA’S FAMILY

Seraina's mother is originally from the Czech Republic and her father is originally
from Tibet. They both grew up with non-biological parents. Seraina’s mother grew up
with her step-mother with whom she is extremely close. Seraina’s father came to
Switzerland at the age of six and grew up with loving foster parents. Adoption is
therefore a natural and comfortable way to build our family. A strong parent-child
relationship is formed through love, closeness, trust, familiarity as well as daily care
and presence.

Christmas with Seraina’s family in the Swiss mountains

Celebrating Seraina’s father’s 60th birthday with his Swiss (foster) mother
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HOLIDAYS WITH OUR LOVED ONES

We have very close relationships with both
our families. We see them often on
weekends for lunch or dinner. Since both our
families have vacation homes in the same
town in the Swiss mountains, we also spend
many holidays with them. We usually all get
together for Christmas and Easter in the
mountains.
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OUR GODCHILDREN

We are so lucky to have six cute
godchildren in our life. We love
spending time with them. It is always
such a joy to play outdoors, bake cakes,
read books or visit the zoo with them.
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OUR FRIENDS
All our friends share our hope of adopting a
child and fully support us. We are very lucky
to have them in our life. Most of them have
young children who are close to us. We
cannot wait for your child to get to know
them!
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WE LOVE…

Finally reached the peak (2787m) with Daniel’s
father

… SPENDING TIME
OUTDOORS
Ready to play tennis

We spend lots of time outdoors, and
would do the same as a family, so that
your child can learn to appreciate nature,
animals and the environment. In the
summer, we enjoy playing tennis and
going hiking.

Waterfall in Iceland

Sandboarding in the desert
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… SKIING AND WINTER
FUN
In the winter, we spend lots of time with
Enjoying a hot chocolate with Daniel’s nephew
and niece (who is also his godchild) after a day of
skiing

our families and friends in the mountains.
We enjoy skiing and going for winter
walks. Daniel used to work as a ski
instructor and would be thrilled to teach
your child to ski or snowboard.

Skiing with Daniel’s father

Snow fun with friends in the Swiss mountains
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We also enjoy travelling and learning
about other cultures, religions and
ways of life. We cannot wait to show
our favorite places to your child, visit
Disney and discover new places
together as a family!

Cycling in Berlin (Germany)
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OUR CURRENT
HOME

We live in a spacious two-storied apartment in
a historical town house in a residential area of
Zurich. The neighborhood is very green, calm
and child-friendly with several playgrounds. It is
close to the beautiful lake of Zurich, the forest
and the Zurich zoo.
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OUR FUTURE
HOME

We are planning to move to Daniel’s family
home in a suburb close to the city of Zurich (20
minutes by train). It is a beautiful house with a
huge garden where your child will have lots of
fun like Daniel and his brother had growing up
there!

Daniel’s godchild, Sophie, and her cousin
playing in the garden
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SWITZERLAND

Switzerland is a small, but very special country. It is
located in the center of Europe, bordered by
Germany, Austria, Liechtenstein, Italy and France. It
is easy to travel to other European countries and the
U.S.

Winters are cold and summers are warm and sunny.
There are many mountains and lakes, so
Switzerland has many well-known ski resorts and
hiking trails. Swiss watches, cheese and chocolate
are world famous.

Swiss people are friendly, the streets are clean and
the crime rate is very low. All Swiss citizens are
covered by health insurance. The schools and
universities are known worldwide for their excellent
level of education. Switzerland has a low
unemployment rate and the salary level tends to be
among the highest in the world.
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ZURICH

Zurich, where we live, is the largest city in Switzerland. It is amazing: It is a divided by a
river, has a beautiful lake and is surrounded by snow-capped mountains. It is a
green city with many parks and small forests, and a wonderful place to raise a family.

Zurich has consistently been ranked as one of the cities with the highest quality of life
worldwide. It is a very international and multicultural city. People from all over the
world work, study and live here. So your baby will be easily accepted no matter what
race!

Enjoying a summer day on the
lake of Zurich

Ready for the Zurich spring festival
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IF YOU WISH, YOU WILL ALWAYS BE
A PART OF OUR FAMILY
We will talk openly about adoption with your child. They will know everything about
you, if this is your wish, and we will embrace your culture as part of our family’s
culture, by adding typical foods, traditions and celebrations into our family life. Our
family will gather for Thanksgiving and other holidays such as July 4th. We look
forward to dressing up together and going trick-or-treating in our neighborhood on
Halloween.
If you wish, you can continue to be a part of your child's life and stay informed about
their development. We would be very happy to send you regular updates and
photos. If you chose not to, we will of course respect that decision too. Your child will
certainly know that their adoption plan was made with great love from both sides.

Seraina’s father has stayed in touch with his Tibetan family (pictures from a recent visit to Nepal
where his birth family lives today).
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Thank you for taking the time to look through our booklet and for considering
us as parents for your child. We fully understand that you are facing an extremely
difficult decision. We believe that the love for your child can unite us and we
truly hope that you will consider entrusting us with the care and love of your
child. If you would like to get to know us better, please do not hesitate to call our
adoption agency Forever Families Through Adoption at 1-914-939-1180 or email them at adopt@foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org.

We wish you all the best and a lot of strength for the journey ahead of you and
are by your side!

With love,

Seraina & Daniel
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